
 
 

Double-Handed Intermediate Class - Changes for 2015 
 
Goal of the Double-Handed Intermediate Class 
The primary objective of the double-handed Intermediate class is to offer sailors ages 12-15 an 
opportunity to develop boat-handling skills, seamanship and teamwork outside of the racing 
curriculum. The target audience for this class is: 

 Opti Sailors who have a less intense interest in racing; 
 Opti Sailors who are physically too big for the Opti; 
 Opti Sailors who are social and want to sail with someone instead of alone. 

 

The Role…And Prospects for the Pixel, Our Current Double-Handed Intermediate Boat 

For the past 8 years, Pequot offered a Pixel Class geared toward sailors of ages 12-14 who 
have outgrown the Optimist Class and were looking to take the next step in their sailing 
development before tacking the more technically challenging Laser and 420. As a double 
handed boat, the Pixel proved to be a good platform for developing the boat handling skills that 
should be the goal of an intermediate class. 
 
The Pequot Junior Committee has been deliberating about the best double-handed boat to be 
used for the intermediate curriculum. Should we continue to offer the program on privately-
owned Pixels or consider another boat? Over the past couple of years, the number of Pixels 
participating at JSA regattas has been steadily declining. One reason is that many JSA clubs 
are using the Pixel for intermediate, non-racing sailors and they are not attending regattas. The 
other reason is the lack of growth exhibited by low sales.  
 
Owing to this change and uncertainty over the future for the Pixel Class, Pequot believes we 
and other JSA Clubs have entered a transition period with respect the intermediate boat. But we 
continue to believe that there continues to be a place for an intermediate class to help build 
greater skills and enthusiasm for our sailors. 
 
Pequot’s Decision 
For 2015 we will offer two options for intermediate sailors in this age group: 
 

 For sailors whose enthusiasm for racing remains keen, we will offer the opportunity to 
move into 420s and Lasers Radials. We will structure a curriculum allowing the sailors to 
gain confidence and boat-handling skills at a more measured pace.  

 
 For intermediate sailors looking for a different double-handed sailing experience, we are 

offering a new boat: the Feva. The Feva is rigged with a mainsail, jib and asymmetrical 
spinnaker ("asym"). An asym is increasingly popular on larger boats and is easier to 
master than a traditional spinnaker. The Feva is a fast, fun, durable, easy to sail, and 
maintain 12 foot boat that works well for lighter sailors. 

 
For the Feva Class, the focus will be on developing performance boat handling skills that will 
prove valuable regardless of one's interest in racing. As of now there are no JSA-scheduled 
Feva starts. PYC will offer a start at our annual Pixel Invitational Regatta and we will encourage 
interested sailors to enter this regatta.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
Through the Boat Locker we are offering the Fevas for charter for this season for $1,900 for the 
eight-week season ($1,900/2=$950 per sailor). 
 
If you are interested in this option, please contact Scott Hardy at the Boat Locker (203-259-
7808). You can view a fully rigged boat INSIDE at his “almost new” location in Bridgeport. 
 
In the meantime, if you are as curious about the Feva as we are, take a moment to check out 
images, videos and other information regarding this boat on the following web site: 
 
http://www.rssailing.com/en/explore/rs-feva 
 
Should you have questions about these changes, please do not hesitate to contact either of us 
via e-mail and we will be happy to coordinate a time to speak with you. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider these new possibilities. Regardless of what decision 
you make, 2015 is going to be a great summer. 
 
Best Wishes, 
 
Tim Clark    Martha Murphy 
tclark1001@optonline.net  mmmct@optonline.net 
 

Pequot Junior Committee 
 
 
 


